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SECTION 1 | SUMMARY

Overview
The City of Suffolk, located in southeastern Virginia, is the largest city in the state by land mass,
as well as the 14th largest in the country. Spanning 430 square miles, Suffolk is home to almost
95,000 residents. Featuring scenic land brimming with woods, rivers, lakes, and rolling terrain, as
well as home to some of the region’s most prosperous companies, it should be no surprise that
the city is ranked in the Top 100 of CNN Money’s Best Small Cities to Live.
Suffolk boasts a rich history. Originally, the region was inhabited by indigenous Nansemond
people. Suffolk was chartered in 1742 and renamed for Governor William Gooch’s home of
Suffolk County, England. The city experienced firsthand the American Revolution and the
American Civil War, even being burned by the British during the Revolutionary War. In 1910,
Suffolk was incorporated as a city. Today, Suffolk is known for being a major peanut processing
center (it is the birthplace of Mr. Peanut, Planters Peanut’s famous mascot), as well as a railroad
and highway transportation hub. Suffolk’s attractive waterfront location has significantly
contributed to its growth, initially serving as the port on the head of navigation of the Nansemond
River.
Supporting the schoolchildren of this thriving community, Suffolk Public Schools (SPS) serves
nearly 14,000 students and employs close to 2,300 employees. With 11 elementary schools, five
middle schools, three high schools, and two specialty centers, SPS is responsible for the operation
and maintenance of a substantial number of facilities.
In 2019, RRMM Architects and its team of experienced consultants was commissioned to provide
a Master Plan and division-wide facility assessment which included comprehensive site
inspections to document the condition of eighteen (18) of the twenty-one (21) existing Suffolk
Public Schools (SPS) and Maintenance Building. Based on the limited age of three schools, an
assessment was not performed for Pioneer Elementary School (2014), Florence Bowser
Elementary School (2018) and Colonel Fred Cherry Middle School (2018).
The scope of the commission included:








High Level Master Planning
Demographic and Student Yield Analyses
Projected Enrollments
Facility Building and Site Condition Assessments
Conceptual Planning
Cost Estimating
Long-Term and Short-Term Planning Recommendations

To facilitate discussions on these topics, the City of Suffolk formed a steering committee made
up of those individuals noted in the Acknowledgements section of this Executive Summary.
Members of the City Administration, School Administration, RRMM Architects and Cooperative
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Strategies were included, herein after referred to as “The Committee”. While the Committee
worked through details, public meetings were held to share results with the City Council, School
Board and other stakeholders as the work progressed and to receive feedback prior to any final
decisions.
Any solid plan for the future requires a thorough collection of the data necessary to inform good
decision-making. Accordingly, we began our study with the School Divisions overarching goals
and objectives as an underlying theme, answering these three critical questions:
1) Where is Suffolk Public Schools’ student population projected to grow or decline?
2) What is the capacity of each school to accommodate growth and operational efficacy over
the next 5 to 10 years?
3) Based on answers to the first two questions, what is the best plan to accommodate SPS’s
immediate and long-term needs?
To assist in answering the first question, we included the expertise of Cooperative Strategies,
who has demography study expertise in addition to the many other areas of expertise provided
in this study. A brief summary of the Cooperative Strategies (CS) Demographic Analysis can be
found in Section 2.0. The general results of the study were that only a few of Suffolk’s schools
will experience growth in the next 5 to 10 years per the chart below. All other schools were
projected to have either a moderate rate of growth/decline (+/- 25 students) or decline by
greater than 25 students.
School

2019-20 Enrollment

Florence Bowser ES
Hillpoint ES
Pioneer ES
John Yeates MS
Kings Fork HS
Nansemond River HS

821
786
630
552
1,518
1,602

Projected 5 Year
Enrollment Growth
284
32
61
(18)
79
201

Projected 10 Year
Enrollment Growth
298
28
68
117
36
233

The answer to question two regarding the condition of each facility is more involved. An in-depth
facility condition assessment of each of the eighteen schools (and Maintenance Building)
included in the study was performed. The methodology and results of those assessments are
summarized later in Section 3.0 of this Executive Summary and in greater detail in each individual
school condition assessment. However, the general results are included in this Summary.
A rating system was developed for comparing the condition of all schools in the study (later
described in detail as an “Facility Condition Index” or “FCI”). Schools with a Facility Condition
Index of 25% or higher were deemed to be in the “Poor” category rating. The schools that were
most clearly in the “Poor” category were:



Elephant’s Fork Elementary School (31.71%)
Forest Glen Middle School (38.35%)
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John F. Kennedy Middle School (34.09%)
John Yeates Middle School (38.02%)

Other schools that were above 25% but considered borderline “Poor” category were:



Kilby Shores Elementary School (26.53%)
Nansemond Parkway Elementary School (25.88%)

Given the limited projected enrollment increases, the majority of the needs were identified as
either renovations (to address condition issues) or additions (to manage limited growth) or
complete facility replacement recommendations based on “poor” ratings and extensive repair
costs. The Virginia Department of Education recommends the replacement of schools when the
cost of renovations for a school exceed 75% of the cost of new construction. This is the case for
all schools being recommended for replacement.
The proposed options were broken down into High School, Middle School and Elementary School
Options, with variations to consider within each category. All preliminary or estimated options
costs noted are in Total Project Cost values, including hard construction costs plus contingencies
and miscellaneous soft costs (professional services, surveys, furniture, equipment, technology,
etc.). The following is a high-level overview of these options and the reasons they were proposed.
High School Options

Option A

This a no-cost option that simply rezones student populations between the
high schools to balance the utilization or optimal usage of each school
based on its capacity. Lakeland is underutilized at 70% of capacity and
Nansemond River is overutilized at 107% of capacity.

Option B

This option avoids rezoning at the High School level by creating an addition
at Nansemond River HS, where it not only has overutilization, but also the
most anticipated growth. The proposed solution is to build an addition
which would include 400 additional student seats, reducing overutilization
from an anticipated 120% in 2024 to 95%. The addition would also include
an auxiliary gym and a cafeteria expansion to manage the larger student
population. This option was estimated to cost $14,970,000 in 2020 dollars.
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Option C

This option is to build a new 1,500 student high school on a new site
nearest the areas of growth, then rebalance student populations at all
high schools across the division. With a price tag of approximately
$124,731,294 in 2020 dollars, this option was not recommended. There
had been the perception that a new high school would be needed to handle
the growth, but the demographic analysis indicated otherwise, providing
opportunities for funding in areas of heavier need.

Notes: The school division has plans to enhance its performing arts programs at Lakeland High School. Therefore, it
appears that some combination of Options A and B above might be the best solution to resolving the underutilization
at Lakeland and addressing the projected growth at Nansemond River. There was consensus along these lines within
the Committee.

Middle School Options
Middle School options were subdivided into two categories (Options “A” and “B”). Options A.1,
A.2 and A.3 were all complete replacement and rebuild options. The “B” options were also
replace/rebuild except that two of the replacement middle schools (Forest Glen and John F.
Kennedy) were to be consolidated. Since Forest Glen, John F. Kennedy and John Yeates Middle
Schools were rated in the “poor” category and the cost to repair these 55-year-old schools
exceeded 75% of the cost to replace them with new construction, it was recommended that all
be replaced as funding was available to do so. (See detailed Facility Condition Assessments for
more information on each school’s assessment and deferred maintenance costs).

Option A.1

This option includes the rebuilding of a new 600 student Forest Glen
Middle School on its current site at an estimated cost of $34,397,160 in
2020 dollars. The cost includes demolition of the existing school.

Option A.2

This option includes the rebuilding of a new 600 student John F. Kennedy
Middle School on its current site at an estimated cost of $35,476,620 in
2020 dollars. The cost includes demolition of the existing school.

Option A.3
(Same as B.2)

This option includes the rebuilding of a new 800 student John Yeates
Middle School on its current site at an estimated cost of $42,117,126 in
2020 dollars. The cost includes demolition of the existing school.
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Option B.1

Option B.2
(Same as A.3)

This option includes the rebuilding of a new consolidated Forest Glen
Middle School and John F. Kennedy Middle School into a new 1,200 seat
middle school on either the Forest Glen site or a new site at an estimated
cost of $56,166,108.


This option includes the rebuilding of a new 800 student John
Yeates Middle School on its current site at an estimated cost of
$42,117,126 in 2020 dollars. The cost includes demolition of the
existing school.

Notes: The middle school options were discussed at length without a final solution that was comfortable for all
parties involved. That conclusion extends from the Committee to both the School Board and City Council. From the
School Division’s perspective, the “A” options were the only tenable solutions and pointed to challenges in the
consolidation of FGMS/JFK (Option B.1) with student travel time on buses and adverse feedback from communities
who would be opposed to such a consolidation. From the City representatives’ perspective, the large reduction in
cost from two separate schools at a total estimated cost of $69,873,780 versus the consolidated school estimated
cost of $56,166,108 (a $13,707,672 savings) was an attractive option that should be given strong consideration. No
resolution has been accomplished from the Committee, School Board or City Council.

Elementary School Options
Elementary school options were sub-divided into two distinct categories – Rezoning (“A” Options)
and Non-rezoning (“B” Options). Options A.1 and A.2 are separate choices for resolving the major
Elementary School problems, while Options A.3 and A.4 address needs, but are “add-ons” to one
of the two major A.1 or A.2 options.
Rezoning Options (“A”)

Option A.1

This option includes the rebuilding and replacement of Kilby Shores in a
new 1,000 student Elementary School. The size would be sufficient to
rezone and include portions of Pioneer Elementary students as well as the
majority of the students from Elephant’s Fork Elementary. This option
comes with a price tag of approximately $38,306,700 in 2020 dollars and
includes the demolition of the existing Kilby Shores Elementary School.
Both Elephant’s Fork and Kilby shores are 41 years old and have “Poor” FCI
ratings. The rezoning adjustments would also place some of the students
from Elephant’s Fork to Hillpoint and Oakland. The challenges with this
option include cost and transportation.
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Option A.2

This option includes the rebuilding and replacement of the 41-year-old
Nansemond Parkway Elementary School in a new 800 student elementary
school at an approximate cost of $30,839,400 in 2020 dollars and includes
the cost for demolition of the existing Nansemond Parkway school. NPES
has a “Poor” FCI rating, though borderline. Also, included in this option
would be the rezoning of portions of the Bowser district to the new
Nansemond Parkway to address growth demands and overutilization at
Bowser ES.

Option A.3

This option would complete the elementary solution when added to
Options A.1 and A.2 by adding 200 additional seats at Northern Shores
Elementary School and adding a cafeteria expansion to accommodate the
larger school population there. Northern Shores is overutilized and has
several modular classrooms on site which need to be replaced with
permanent classrooms. The estimated cost of this option is $4,677,000 in
2020 dollars.

Option A.4

This option is essentially the same as Option A.3 except that it would
include a 400-seat addition and cost approximately $8,997,000 in 2020
dollars.

Notes: Options A.1, A.2 and A.3 together add a combined new seat total of 549 and would reduce the overall
elementary school utilization from 95% down to 89% and cost approximately $73,823,100 in 2020 dollars. Using
Option A.4 instead of A.3, reduces the utilization down to 87% and increases the cost to approximately $78,143,100.
The school division, however, is not in favor of rezoning.

Non-Rezoning Options (“B”)

Option B.1

This option includes the rebuilding and replacement of three schools Elephant’s Fork Elementary in a new 750 student school, and both Kilby
Shores and Nansemond Parkway at 600 students each. The combined
total of these three schools would cost approximately $87,365,763 in 2020
dollars and includes the demolition of all three existing schools. Each of
these schools is 41 years old and rated in “poor” condition. The greatest
challenges with this option are likely the high cost and the lack of any
operational savings.
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Option B.2

This option includes the construction of a 200-seat addition at both
Florence Bowser Elementary School and Northern Shores Elementary
School and includes cafeteria expansions at each school to accommodate
the larger anticipated populations. It also includes a 100-seat expansion
at Pioneer Elementary School. These additions address projected
overutilization at each school. The cost of this option is a total of
approximately $10,362,000 in 2020 dollars.

Option B.3

This option is essentially the same as Option B.2 with a larger 400 seat
addition to Northern Shores instead of 200 seats, resulting in an
approximate combined cost of $14,682,000 in 2020 dollars.

Notes: Options B.1 and B.2 add a combined 804 new elementary school seats, reducing 2024 projected utilization
for elementary schools from 95% to 86%. Including the larger 400 seat addition at Northern Shores in Option B.3 the
utilization goes down to 84%. The approximate total cost of B.1 and B.2 is $97,727,763 and for B.1 and B.3 it is
$102,047,763 in 2020 dollars.

Comparing the Rezoning Options (“A”) and Non-Rezoning Options (“B”), the total cost of each
using the smaller Northern Shores Addition of 200 additional seats:
Rezoning
Non-Rezoning
Difference

$73,823,100
$97,727,763
$23,904,663 (more for the Non-Rezoning)

Major differences in the options are that with the Rezoning option there are only two new
replacement schools combined with the impacts of rezoning while the Non-Rezoning option
provides three new replacement schools with no rezoning implications.
As noted for the Middle School Options, perspectives differ largely on the desire by the School
Division to keep current school zones versus the City representatives’ desire to find achievable
funding demands. Each argument has its merit. The Committee was unable to agree on the
direction but found consensus on the need to make the Northern Shores Addition a priority.
Deferred Maintenance Costs
In addition to projected needs for major capital improvement projects, this study addressed the
current and projected needs of maintenance in terms of High Priority, Medium Priority and Low
Priority. The total divisional estimated Deferred Maintenance Costs in 2020 dollars, (hard
construction costs only), are as follows:
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High Priority (0 - 3 years)
Medium Priority (4 – 6 years)
Low Priority (6 -10 years)

$90,536,011
$73,493,965
$60,957,876

Each school and each category are further defined later in this executive summary and broken
down further by specific repairs and improvements in the individual school facility condition
assessments. Deferred maintenance cost considerations are essential to school facility planning
and budgeting. They also factor into the consideration of each option. Any replacement school
can factor in the reduction of ongoing maintenance for the school being demolished.
Conclusion
While a consensus on project funding has not been reached for Capital Improvement Planning,
this study has thoroughly identified the needs through detailed assessments and analyses
providing a foundation for making decisions based on solid data. We are confident this collection
of individual school condition assessments and options considerations will serve the City of
Suffolk and Suffolk Public Schools for many years to come in its capital improvements and master
planning initiatives.
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Methodology
The cohort survival methodology (sometimes referred to as the grade progression ratio method)
is a widely used enrollment projection model that is used by many school divisions and state and
federal agencies to project K-12 enrollment.
A cohort is a group of persons (in this case, students). The cohort survival enrollment projection
methodology uses historic live birth data and historic student enrollment to “age” a known
population or cohort throughout the school grades. For instance, a cohort begins when a group
of kindergarteners enrolls in grade K and moves to first grade the following year, second grade
the next year, and so on.
A “survival ratio” is developed to track how this group of students increased or decreased in
number as they moved through the grade levels. By developing survival ratios for each grade
transition (i.e. 2nd to 3rd grade) over a ten year period of time, patterns emerge. A projection
ratio for each grade transition is developed based on analysis of the survival ratios. The
projection ratios are used as a multiplier in determining future enrollment.
For example, if student enrollment has consistently increased from the 8th to the 9th grade over
the past ten years, the survival ratio would be greater than 100% and could be multiplied by the
current 8th grade enrollment to develop a projection for next year’s 9th grade. This methodology
can be carried through to develop ten years of projection figures. Because there is not a grade
cohort to follow for students coming into kindergarten, resident live birth counts are used to
develop a birth-to-kindergarten survival ratio. Babies born five years previous to the
kindergarten class are compared in number, and a ratio can be developed to project future
kindergarten enrollments.
The cohort survival method is useful in areas where population is stable (relatively flat, growing
steadily, or declining steadily), and where there have been no significant fluctuations in
enrollment, births, and housing patterns from year to year. The cohort survival methodology
inherently considers the net effects of factors such as migration, housing, dropouts, transfers to
and from charter schools, open enrollment, and deaths. This methodology does not assume
changes in policies, program offerings, or future changes in housing and migration patterns.
Live Birth Data
Utilization of resident live birth data is recommended when projecting future kindergarten
enrollments. This data provides a helpful overall trend. Large bubbles in birth counts, either up
or down, can also be planned for or anticipated by the Division.
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In addition, the live birth counts are used in determining a birth-to-kindergarten and birth-to-first
grade survival ratio. This ratio identifies the percentage of children born in a representative area
who attend kindergarten and first grade in the Division five and six years later. The survival ratios
for birth-to-kindergarten, birth-to-first grade, as well as grades 1-12 can be found in the full
Enrollment Projections Report by School of Attendance located in the Appendix.
Data is arranged by the residence of the mother. For example, if a mother lives in Suffolk, VA,
but delivers her baby in Norfolk, VA, the birth is counted in Suffolk. Live birth counts are different
from live birth rates. The live birth count is simply the actual number of live births. A birth rate
is the number of births per 1,000 women in a specified population group. The table and graph
include the resident live birth counts for ZIP codes 23432, 23433, 23434, 23435, 23436, 23437,
23438, and 23487. Upon analysis of the map on the following page and student data, only live
birth counts for ZIP codes 23432, 23433, 23434, 23435, 23437, 23438, and 23487 were used in
the development of the enrollment projections.
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Historical Enrollment
As indicated in the table below, over the past ten years, student enrollment in the Suffolk Public
Schools has decreased by 185 students. The varying shades of color in the table represent
statistically significant cohort sizes. The darker blue represents smaller cohorts, while the darker
red represents larger cohorts, comparatively.

Population Growth
The map on the following page shows school-aged population change in the U.S. Census block
groups within/around the Suffolk Public Schools boundary. Population changes are based on
2019 and 2024 estimates. A block group is defined by the U.S. Census Bureau as, “a statistical
division of a census tract, generally defined to contain between 600 and 3,000 people and 240
and 1,200 housing units, and the smallest geographic unit for which the Census Bureau tabulates
sample data.”
SUFFOLK CITY, VA
POPULATION ESTIMATES
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
Ages 0-2

Ages 3-4

Ages 5-10
2019
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Housing Data
Housing development and building permits are tracked to determine their effect on student
enrollment. The graph below illustrates the number of single- and multi-family building permits
issued in Suffolk City, Virginia since 2000.

Projected Enrollment
Cooperative Strategies developed low, moderate, high, and recommended enrollment
projections for the Suffolk Public Schools. The moderate enrollment projections are based on a
selected average or weighted average of survival ratios (in this case, a 3-year weighted average,
by school). The low and high enrollment projections are developed using statistical distributional
theory, providing the Division with a more conservative (low) and more liberal (high) enrollment
projection. The recommended enrollment projection is based on a detailed analysis of historical
enrollment and resulting survival ratios over the past 10 years, by school. Significant shifts in
survival ratio patterns are realized and accounted for in determining projection ratios
independently for each grade level. The recommended enrollment projections illustrate the
most likely direction of the Division based on more recent trends.
The range of enrollment projections from low (conservative) to high (liberal) are offered due to
the limitations of the cohort survival method in factoring changes to policies, program offerings,
and future changes in housing and migration patterns. For example, the low enrollment
projection might be used if housing declines significantly more than anticipated; the high
enrollment projection might be used if housing growth increases at a more rapid rate than seen
in recent years.
It should be noted that the actual live birth counts are available through 2017 and project
kindergarten enrollment through 2022-23. To project kindergarten through 2029-30, a simple
average of the last 3 years of live birth counts was used.
Projected PK enrollment does not follow the cohort survival method but is based on the current
2019-20 enrollment of 513 PK students.
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Based on the recommended projected enrollment, student enrollment in the Suffolk Public
Schools is projected to increase from 14,322 in the 2019-20 school year to 14,995 students in the
2029-30 school year. The varying shades of color in the below table represent statistically
significant cohort sizes. The darker blue represents smaller cohorts, while the darker red
represents larger cohorts, comparatively.

Based on the moderate projected enrollment, student enrollment in the Suffolk Public Schools is
projected to increase from 14,322 in the 2019-20 school year to 14,525 students in the 2029-30
school year. The varying shades of color in the table (following page) represent statistically
significant cohort sizes. The darker blue represents smaller cohorts, while the darker red
represents larger cohorts, comparatively.
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Based on the low projected enrollment, student enrollment in the Suffolk Public Schools is
projected to decrease from 14,322 in the 2019-20 school year to 12,841 students in the 2029-30
school year. The varying shades of color in the table below represent statistically significant
cohort sizes. The darker blue represents smaller cohorts, while the darker red represents larger
cohorts, comparatively.
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Based on the high projected enrollment, student enrollment in the Suffolk Public Schools is
projected to increase from 14,322 in the 2019-20 school year to 16,491 students in the 2029-30
school year. The varying shades of color in the table below represent statistically significant
cohort sizes. The darker blue represents smaller cohorts, while the darker red represents larger
cohorts, comparatively.

Conclusion
As with any projection, the Suffolk Public Schools should pay close attention to live birth counts,
enrollment in elementary schools, open enrollment, non-public enrollment, in/out migration
patterns, and any housing growth. It is recommended that this document be reviewed on an
annual basis to determine how more recent growth and enrollment trends will impact the
enrollment projections.
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| FACILITY CONDITION

ASSESSMENTS

Overview
RRMM Architects was engaged to conduct comprehensive site inspections to document within a
Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) the present condition of eighteen (18) of the twenty-one (21)
existing Suffolk Public Schools (SPS). Based on the limited age of three schools, an assessment
was not performed for Pioneer Elementary School (2014), Florence Bowser Elementary School
(2018) and Colonel Fred Cherry Middle School (2018). Each school FCA was developed to provide
SPS a summary of current school and site deficiencies with a method to forecast future costs
pertaining to potential upgrades, replacement, renovations and/or building additions.
RRMM Architects assembled two (2) highly experienced and coordinated teams of design
professionals to investigate and produce a Facility Condition Assessment for each school. This
study was built around the following primary components:




Assessment of the condition of all building systems and site features.
Assessment of each facility in comparison to modern standards for safety, security,
energy conservation, accessibility and code compliance.
Assessment of the educational functionality of each facility, meaning compliance with
acceptable operational features and division educational delivery objectives.

It is important to note that our evaluations and recommendations offered within each FCA
involve professional judgment, practical experience, and generally-accepted design industry
practices. However, the consideration of renovating or maintaining buildings can be a complex
and tedious undertaking. The various systems within a building are inter-connected, therefore,
a decision or recommendation on one system can easily have a “ripple” effect on other systems.
Assessment Parameters (Limits of Each Study)
Each assessment is focused on a physical inspection of the existing building (interior and exterior)
and site conditions to include the areas or building systems noted below;














Exterior Site Conditions
Exterior Building Envelope
Interior Finishes
ADA Accessibility Compliance
Building Code and Safety/Security (OSHA) Concerns
Roofing System
Mechanical Systems
Electrical Systems
Plumbing Systems
Structural Assessment
Fire Suppression System Assessment
Hazardous Materials Assessment
Educational Functionality
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o
o
o
o

Classroom size
Corridor widths and site lines
Room usage and adjacency
Space use functionality (i.e. location of administration)

Physical inspections were limited to analyzing the condition of building systems, components
and/or elements that were visible. Destructive investigation was not a part of this assessment.
Format of Assessment(s)
Following an initial Overview and Executive Summary, each school assessment is divided into
individual sections (i.e. civil, architectural, ADA, building code, etc.) that focus on the condition
of specific building areas, systems or components. Each school assessment is divided into the
following sections:
Introduction
The introduction (and executive summary) includes a brief description of the facility,
its age and a brief summary of the primary concerns at the facility.
Civil Assessment (Site and Outdoor Facilities)
An overview of the existing site and outdoor facilities conditions to include site safety
and security, athletic facilities, site ingress/egress and student delivery.
Architectural Assessment
This assessment reviews the physical condition of the exterior and interior of each
school structure and evaluates the condition of building systems, materials and
finishes.
ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Compliance
As part of this assessment, we conducted a limited visual observation for ADA
compliance. It should be noted that the limited observations described herein do not
comprise a full ADA Compliance Survey, but only a general comparison of the existing
facility to the requirements of the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design
requirements for altered and new construction.
Building Code and Safety/Security (OSHA) Concerns
This assessment evaluates those items that are most deficient in comparison to
modern building standards, that are considered reasonably achievable, and that have
the most detrimental impact on health, safety or accessibility if not remedied.
Building Code “compliance” is a subjective consideration since most existing facilities
are “grandfathered” due to their compliance at the time of their original construction.
This assessment also evaluates building conditions that create and/or potentially
create safety/security concerns relative to OSHA regulations and standards.
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Roof Systems Assessment
This assessment investigates the roof assemblies and their condition. This includes
materials, performance, active leaks (if any) and remaining life.
Mechanical Systems Assessment
This assessment evaluates the types of heating, ventilating and cooling systems that
are operating within the school. The study evaluates these components based on age
and condition and describes shortcomings and/or recommendations compared to the
current building code requirements.
Electrical Systems Assessment
This assessment evaluates the electrical service to the building and power distribution
throughout, the interior and exterior lighting needs, energy conservation and the
emergency power and fire alarm systems. This study also includes intercom and clock
systems, surveillance systems and provides information on compliance with fire alarm
code requirements.
Plumbing Systems Assessment
The plumbing evaluation focuses on the domestic water service and plumbing
components distributed throughout the facility. This evaluation also includes
domestic hot water equipment and sanitary systems.
Structural Assessment
This assessment provides a visual structural survey of the existing building structure
based on the structural components and as-built drawings provided by SPS.
Fire Suppression System Assessment
An overview of the existing fire suppression (sprinkler) system conditions.
Hazardous Materials Assessment
A hazardous materials assessment was not completed as a part of this study. SPS
provided a previously completed hazardous materials assessment for several schools
to the design/evaluation team for review.
Educational Functionality Assessment
This assessment verifies and evaluates the existing use of spaces within each school
in comparison to Virginia Department of Education space and capacity standards.
Deferred Maintenance Schedule(s)
Deferred Maintenance can be defined as unperformed maintenance, repairs and/or replacement
of equipment or systems due to a lack of resources or a perceived low priority and deferral of the
activity resulting in a progressive deterioration of the school condition or performance. A
Deferred Maintenance Schedule was developed for each school forecasting building systems or
components by individual section in need of repair or replacement over a ten (10) year period.
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Based on their current condition, each building system or component identified for repair or
replacement was placed into one of three categories.
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3

High Priority (0 – 3 Years)
Medium Priority (4 – 6 Years)
Low Priority (7 – 10 Years)

“Total Deferred Maintenance Costs” represents the total dollar value of deferred maintenance
deficiencies identified as “High Priority” within the comprehensive facilities condition assessment
completed for each school and its integral building systems and equipment. The “Total Deferred
Maintenance Costs” for each school were utilized in the Facility Condition Index (FCI) calculation.
The “Total Deferred Maintenance Costs” for each school are identified in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Deferred Maintenance Costs By School

NOTE: Deferred maintenance costs shown above reflect only the estimated Hard Construction Costs. No associated
Soft Costs (i.e. design costs, testing, inspections, etc.) in accordance with the work is included in the above figures.
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Facility Condition Index(s)
A Facility Condition Index (FCI) is utilized to objectively measure and evaluate the current
condition of a school in order to make one of two types of comparisons on the condition of that
one school with:



Other schools within the same school division; or
Against the same school at another point in time in the past.

An FCI calculation provides an Owner with the means for comprehensively evaluating and
defining the appropriate distribution of available funding to each school within a portfolio based
on needs. The primary value of an FCI calculation for a school division, can be identified as:






To assist in prioritizing resource allocation decisions amongst the schools in a school
division, particularly with limited budgets that are not adequate to address the deferred
maintenance in all the schools.
To determine the annual reinvestment to prevent further accumulation of deferred
maintenance.
To assist in tracking continual deterioration of a school or school(s) despite efforts made
to reduce the deferred maintenance items.
A mechanism to monitor changing conditions over time.
A means to demonstrate the level of effort, due diligence and responsible stewardship to
various stakeholders.

The measure of the condition of a school (or schools) is typically organized into a five-tiered
condition ranking scale, as follows:
Condition
Ranking

FCI Rating

Condition Description

Excellent

0.0 – 5.0%

Only normal scheduled maintenance is required.

Good

5.1 – 10.0%

Minimal minor repairs needed; School functions as designed.

Fair

10.1 – 25.0%

Minor and major repairs needed; Some functional challenges.

Poor

25.01 – 50.0% Does not meet all building codes.

Very Poor

Major repairs needed; Regular operational and functional challenges;

>50.0%

Significant major repairs or replacement needed to restore function;
Systems unsafe.
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The FCI formula can be summarized as the ratio of Total Deferred Maintenance Costs divided into
the Total Current School Replacement Cost for each school.

Facility Condition Index (FCI) Value

=

Total Deferred Maintenance Costs
-------------------------------------------------------------------Total Current School Replacement Cost

Definitions:
Total Deferred Maintenance Costs represents the total dollar value of deferred maintenance deficiencies identified
as “High Priority” within the comprehensive facilities condition assessment completed for the school and its integral
building systems and equipment. Deferred Maintenance can be defined as unperformed maintenance, repairs
and/or replacement of equipment or systems due to a lack of resources or a perceived low priority and deferral of
the activity resulting in a progressive deterioration of the school condition or performance. The Total Deferred
Maintenance Costs for each school are identified within the Deferred Maintenance Schedule (Section 4) of each
report.
Total Current School Replacement Cost represents the total dollar value to replace the school with the cost of
replacement defined as the requirement to duplicate the external building envelope and internal building systems
and components along with site enhancements to provide the same level of functionality based upon current local
construction costs (i.e. labor and material costs). The Replacement school is NOT and expanded or reduced version
of the existing school, it is a replacement in kind. The Total Current School Replacement Cost is calculated by
multiplying the current school size in square feet by the current cost per square foot for new building construction
for schools of similar type and size based on figures obtained from the Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) for
new construction.

It is important to note that the “Total Current School Replacement Cost” signifies a total
replacement value of the existing school with a comparable modern school of the same size, with
modern systems and components along with site enhancements providing the same level of
functionality based upon current local construction costs (i.e. labor and material costs). The
“Replacement” school is NOT and expanded or reduced version of the existing school, it is a
replacement “in kind”.
Current School Replacement Costs and Facility Condition Index (FCI) Ratings for each school are
provided within Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, respectively.
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Table 3.2: Current Replacement Costs By School

NOTE: Current Replacement Value costs shown above reflect the cost to construct the square footage of the existing
building in 2020 dollars. This does not represent the cost to design and create a new campus with modern standards
and does not account for changes in square footage or site.
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Table 3.3: Facility Condition Index (FCI) Ratings By School

NOTE: Facility Condition Index is calculated by dividing the total "High Priority"
Deferred Maintenance by the Current Replacement Cost for each school. Schools
with FCI’s over 25% considered to be in “Poor” condition unless there are
mitigating circumstances.
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Strategic Considerations
Various data and criteria were utilized in the evaluation and development of the school facility
options recommendations. Specific data and criteria evaluated for each school or facility were,
as follow;












Existing Program Capacity
Projected Utilization
Housing Data
Historical & Projected Enrollment
School Attendance Zones (or Boundaries)
Bus Route Drive Times
Accumulated Deferred Maintenance Costs
Replacement Value
Condition, Age and Design (Overall)
Site Capacity & Constraints
Historical Construction Costs

Many of the criteria noted above and utilized throughout the options development process are
defined below under “Key Terms & Definitions”.
Key Terms & Definitions
Terms defined below were utilized to develop and prioritize facility options.

Program Capacity

Number of students a school can reasonably
accommodate based on its current program, as defined by
Suffolk Public Schools.

2019 Actual Enrollment

Actual enrollment for each school in the 2019-20 school
year.

2019 Utilization

2019-20 enrollment divided by capacity, or what % of a
school facility is full. The target range for utilization is 80%100%, with schools below 80% considered under-utilized
and schools above 100% considered over-utilized.

2024 Projected Enrollment

The number of students projected to attend each school
in the 2024-25 school year.

2024 Projected Utilization

2024-25 projected enrollment divided by capacity.
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2029 Projected Enrollment

The number of students projected to attend each school
in the 2029-30 school year.

2029 Projected Utilization

2029-30 projected enrollment divided by capacity.

Deferred Maintenance

Unperformed maintenance, repairs and/or replacement
of equipment or systems due to a lack of resources or a
perceived low priority and deferral of the activity resulting
in a progressive deterioration of the school condition or
performance.

Replacement Value

The cost to construct the square footage of the existing
building in today’s dollars. This is not the cost to design
and create a new campus with modern standards, and
does not account for changes in square footage or site.

Category 1 Deferred
Maintenance Repairs

High priority (0-3 years) deferred maintenance costs.

Category 2 Projected Deferred
Maintenance Repairs

Medium priority (4-6 years) deferred maintenance costs.

Category 3 Projected Deferred
Maintenance Repairs

Low priority (7-10 years) deferred maintenance costs.

FCI (Facility Condition Index,
based on Category 1 only)

The ratio of total Category 1 deferred maintenance costs
divided into the Replacement Value of the school.

Cumulative Projected Index
(based on Category 1-3 Total)

The ratio of total Category 1-3 deferred maintenance costs
divided into the Replacement Value of the school.

In taking each of these criteria under detailed evaluation, the following high school, middle school
and elementary school facility options recommendations were developed for further
consideration.
Options Prioritization
Options recommendations were evaluated and prioritized on the significance and impact of the
below criteria for each elementary, middle and high school facility option developed.





Existing School Capacity versus Projected Enrollment
Rezoning versus No-Rezoning of Boundaries
Deferred Maintenance Costs versus School Replacement Values
Estimated Total Project Costs versus Funding Capacity
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High School Options
All three comprehensive high schools have been built within the last 30 years and are in good
condition. Overall, high schools are utilized within the target range of 80% - 100%. Nansemond
River HS was 107% utilized in 2019-20 and projected to reach 121% in the 2024-25 school year.
Lakeland HS was 70% utilized in 2019-20 and is projected to decline to 66% in the 2024-25 school
year.

NOTES:
1.
2.
3.

Cost estimates are Total Project Costs, including Soft Costs. These estimates are shown in 2020 dollars and are not
escalated.
Option B - 400 seat addition reduces 2024 projected utilization from 120% to 95% at Nansemond River HS, and total
2024 projected high school utilization from 95% to 87%.
Option C – New 1,500 seat high school reduces 2024 projected high school utilization from 95% to 72%.

High School Options - Total Estimated Project Costs
Total Est. Project Costs with Rezoning
Total Est. Project Costs with No Rezoning
Total Est. Project Costs with New High School & Rezoning

$0
$14,970,000
$124,731,294
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Middle School Options
Forest Glen, John F. Kennedy, and John Yeates middle schools are all 55 years old with poor FCI
scores. Overall, middle schools are utilized within the target range of 80% - 100%, but Forest Glen
is at 110% utilization and John Yeates is 70% utilized. Enrollment is projected to decline
moderately by 2024-25, before slightly surpassing current levels by 2029-30.

NOTES:
1.
2.
3.

Cost estimates are Total Project Costs, including Soft Costs. These estimates are shown in 2020 dollars and are not
escalated.
Option A.1 & A.2 - Adds a combined 155 middle school seats and reduces 2024 projected middle school utilization from
83% to 80%.
Option B.1, B.2 & B.3 - Adds a combined 155 middle school seats and reduces 2024 projected middle school utilization
from 83% to 80%.

Middle School Options - Total Estimated Project Costs
Total Est. Project Costs with No Rezoning (A.1, A.2 & A.3)
Total Est. Project Costs with Rezoning (B.1 & B.2)

$111,990,546
$98,283,234
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Elementary School Options
Overall, elementary schools are currently utilized within the target range of 80% - 100% and
projected to remain within this range over the next 10 years. There are currently 4 schools above
100% utilization, and 6 schools projected to be above 100% by 2024-25. Elephant’s Fork, Kilby
Shores, and Nansemond Parkway are all 41 years old with poor FCI’s.

NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cost estimates are Total Project Costs, including Soft Costs. These estimates are shown in 2020 dollars and are not
escalated.
Option A.1, A.2 & A.3 - Adds a combined 504 elementary school seats and reduces 2024 projected elementary school
utilization from 95% to 89%.
Option A.1, A.2 & A.4 - Adds a combined 704 elementary school seats and reduces 2024 projected elementary school
utilization from 95% to 87%.
Option B.1 & B.2 - Adds a combined 804 elementary school seats and reduces 2024 projected elementary school
utilization from 95% to 86%.
Option B.1 & B.3 - Adds a combined 1,004 elementary school seats and reduces 2024 projected elementary school
utilization from 95% to 84%.
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Elementary School Options - Total Estimated Project Costs
Total Est. Project Costs with Rezoning (A.1, A.2 & A.3)
Total Est. Project Costs with Rezoning (A.1, A.2 & A.4)
Total Est. Project Costs with No Rezoning (B.1 & B.2)
Total Est. Project Costs with No Rezoning (B.1 & B.3)

$73,823,100
$78,143,100
$97,727,763
$102,047,763
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School Capacity & Basis for Square Footage Per Student
The Virginia Department of Education determines the capacity of a school using one of three
standard formulas (see Exhibits A, B and C, Virginia). Capacity is determined by either the
Standards of Quality (SOQ) Maximum Capacity, which includes the maximum number of students
per teaching station recommended by the Department of Education, or the Divisional Operating
Capacity which is determined by a Division’s School Board and is set as a Division’s own unique
standards for students per teaching station. Often the Divisional Operating Capacity
teacher/pupil rations are lower than the SOQ Maximum to enhance learning or due to special
program requirements.
As noted above, special program requirements can have an impact on both school size, due to
unique spatial needs, and capacity. Some schools have large auditoriums where others have small
or no auditoriums. Some schools have large gyms and auxiliary gyms where others may have noncompetitive gyms with limited bleachers and no auxiliary gym. Some schools may have heavy
Career and Technical Education offerings, where others rely on regional facilities for CTE courses.
Additionally, some schools are designed with core spaces (i.e. cafeteria, kitchen, library,
administration) that are large enough to support future classroom additions. The square foot per
student in these schools will be high until the classroom additions have been built in some future
date. The point of these comparisons is that schools vary in size due to many factors, which can
affect the square foot per student.
Variations in School Size
Since a school’s capacity can be determined through multiple methods and is affected by varying
programs and building features, each school’s capacity is uniquely determined. Accordingly, we
recommend a general rule of thumb be applied to determine Level of Service requirements. This
method simplifies formulas and creates a standardization that can be broadly applied. Our
recommendation is to use a square foot per student criteria based on the three major school
categories – Elementary School, Middle School and High School (see Exhibit D for Square Foot
Per Student by School Type and Size/Capacity chart for additional detail). The basis for our
recommendation is as follows:
Elementary Schools – For our square foot per student estimates, we have used average
square foot per student figures over the last 5 years in the State of Virginia as provided
by the Virginia Department of Education (128 sf/student avg.). There is consistency in
these levels leading to our recommendation to use 125 sf per student at the Elementary
School level for Level of Service standards for schools ranging in size from 750 to 1050
students. For elementary schools designed to a student capacity less than 750 students,
use of 145 sf per student is recommended resulting from a reduced efficiency factor. A
key factor in rounding off low was Bowser Elementary School at 117 sf/student. However,
Bowser was an exceptionally large elementary school at a 1,000-student capacity, driving
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up the efficiency. Pioneer Elementary School, by comparison, was at 135 sf/student for a
628-student capacity.
Middle Schools - For our square foot per student estimates, we have used average square
foot per student figures over the last 5 years in the State of Virginia as provided by the
Virginia Department of Education (146 sf/student). There is consistency in these levels
leading to our recommendation of 145 sf per student at the Middle School level for Level
of Service standards for schools ranging in size from 1050 to 1350 students. As we reduce
the total student capacity, an increase in square footage per student should be factored
resulting from the decreased efficiency. For middle schools designed to a student
capacity between 750 and 1050 students, we recommend the use of 160 sf per student.
For middle schools designed to a student capacity less than 750 students, we recommend
the use of 175 sf per student.
High Schools – The Virginia Department of Education data was also used for consideration
of square foot per student at the high school level. However, including all the public high
schools built since 2012, the numbers vary widely from a low of 129 sf/student to a high
of 199 sf/student. As noted in the commentary above, this school type varies greatly due
to program offerings and specialty spaces. Our assumptions here are based on a new high
school in Suffolk including typical offerings for CTE, Performing and Visual Arts,
Collaborative Learning through extended academic space, full auditorium and gymnasium
spaces inclusive of three teaching stations. Accordingly, we have recommended 150 sf
per student for High Schools with a student capacity exceeding 1,650 students as a
reasonable estimation of size. For high schools designed to a student capacity between
1350 and 1650 students, use of 175 sf per student is recommended resulting from a
reduced efficiency factor. King’s Fork High School was the last local school built in Suffolk
at about 155 sf/student and completed in 2004.
School Construction Costs
School construction costs, and the advanced determination thereof, is not an exact science.
However, through reasonable assumptions based on relevant data, approximate costs can be
determined within reasonable ranges of accuracy for planning purposes. The estimated costs
provided herein are based on actual public school construction cost data a provided by the
Department of Education’s website through this link: VDOE: School Construction Cost Data
(virginia.gov)
It is important to note that construction costs included in the VDOE data are construction “hard
costs” (“bricks and mortar”) and do not include the Total Project Cost, which includes
construction contingencies and miscellaneous “soft costs” such as professional services, surveys,
soil borings, code-required special inspections, furniture, equipment and any other nonconstruction related costs. Construction contingencies are necessary to cover unforeseen
additional costs such as poor soils, environmental discoveries, owner-requested changes and the
like.
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We have developed a formula for averaging school construction costs over a three-year cycle as
a basis for determining approximate school costs in 2020 dollars. Separating each school type
into the standard Elementary, Middle and High school levels, we averaged the last three years of
reported construction bids for publicly bid schools. As a way to “weight” schools and give more
credence to locally and regionally built schools, we multiplied the local schools (those built in the
City of Suffolk) by a factor of 5. We weighted the regionally built schools (those built in the
Hampton Roads area) by a factor of 3. All other schools outside of the Hampton Roads region
were not weighted and given a factor of 1. We then averaged all the schools built in the last three
years by category with the weighting factors applied and used the resulting cost for our
recommendation.
Please note the following points about our cost estimates:








To reach the full cost of a project, we used common rules of thumb for construction
contingencies and soft costs. These are normally around 5% and 20% of the construction
hard costs respectively.
Exceptional land acquisition costs were not included.
Operational costs (building energy and staffing expenses) were not included.
Escalation beyond 2020 has not been included.
Note also that there is and will be exceptional circumstances in which local or regional
data is not available within the 3-year cycle due to no new schools being constructed. In
those cases, we reach back up to 5 years for a local or regional school example and then
escalate that school’s cost at 5% per year to 2020. No local or regional school cost will be
used if none have been constructed within the last 5 years.
If school additions are considered, the same $/sf should be used for general planning
purposes unless a detailed estimate is provided. Note however, that smaller school
additions typically are higher cost per square foot than new buildings due to 1) economy
of scale, 2) building connection requirements, and 3) occupied facility complications.

The Project Cost Table showing our construction cost calculation formula is included herein under
Exhibit D. These costs are intended to be used for 2020-21 Capital Improvement Planning and
should be periodically updated to include new school construction cost data and escalation
factors as applicable to market conditions.
Cost Model Options
Various cost model option calculations are provided in Exhibit F providing estimated total project
costs for new schools ranging in capacity from 550 to 1500 students to existing school additions
ranging in capacity from 100 to 400 students to the demolition of existing school buildings on
existing school sites to provide space for new school construction.
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Exhibit A
Elementary School Capacity Worksheet
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Exhibit B
Middle School Capacity Worksheet
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Exhibit C
High School Capacity Worksheet
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Exhibit D
Square Foot Per Student by School Type and Size/Capacity
Square Foot Per Student by School Type and Size/Capacity
School Type
Range of School Sizes/Numbers of Students
Up to 750
750 to 1,050
1,050 to 1,350 1,350 to 1,650 1,650 and abv.
Elementary School
145
125
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Middle School
175
160
145
Note 1
Note 1
High School
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
175
150
Note 1: This school size not recommended by Suffolk Public Schools.
Note 2: Variations in school type such as K-8 schools or alternative schools will be case by case based on
grade levels included.
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Exhibit E
Project Cost Table
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Exhibit F
Cost Model Options
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Joint Task Force Meeting Presentation, February 5, 2020 (Under Separate Cover)
Cash Proffer Study Review Presentation, July 31, 2020 (Under Separate Cover)
Enrollment Projections Report By School of Attendance, August 4, 2020 (Under Separate Cover)
Joint City Council & School Board Presentation, February 3, 2021 (Under Separate Cover)
Community Development Presentation, February 25, 2021 (Under Separate Cover)
School Construction Discussion, April 13, 2021 (Under Separate Cover)

